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County 2 County is a collective group based out of California. Volume One of this Compilation features all

of the D.O.P Inc Records artists at their best, plus C9H artists delivering their finest. Volume One includes

influences from several genres of mu 14 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap, HIP HOP/RAP:

Hip Hop Details: D.O.P. Inc records (the definition of propaganda)presents: County 2 County: Tha

Compilation Macarone LowDown Da Grinch Loon-E C9H Phish Bone O.C.P Trash Bogard Ms. Juanita

County 2 County County 2 County is the beginning of the D.O.P Inc. series of compilations. Every artist

listed above is a member of the County 2 County group. County 2 County II is scheduled for release in

2004! County 2 County volume one is currently available and features the hit's "2 Much, 1st Entry and

Who's Next featuring Ms Juanita. Macarone Macarone serves as the producer of most D.O.P Inc. tracks.

Macarone also writes and performs as one of the solo acts of D.O.P Inc. Mac uses a cool mix of smooth

and ruff in his delivery and writing style and has been known to be unique! Mac is the founder of D.O.P

Inc and the glue that holds it together. Mac has released several underground CD's for D.O.P Inc. and

has just recently released his latest solo effort, Life's Sentence. Life's Sentence features 11 hot tracks

including "My Gurlfrind is a Thug", "Heaven Sake", "Hello Kitty" and "catch a case". Also featured on

Life's Sentence are LowDown Da Grinch, Loon-E of C9H, PhishBone, Joe Whyte and more!! LowDown

LowDown serves as the "Head Rapper in Charge" A.K.A. "Orange County's First Round Draft Pick"!

LowDown possesses the hardest voice you have heard since Tupac or Scarface hit the scene back in the

80's and 90's and is as lyrical as any rapper to come out in the last 10 years! Not only does Low write

some of the tightest raps you will ever hear, he is an amazing freestyler who can have an entire song

written and recorded in 30-40 minutes! Be on the lookout for LowDown's Greatest Hit's CD coming soon!

Loon-E Loon-E is the front man for C9H and is also major contributor to the D.O.P experience. Loon-E
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possesses a totally energetic presence on stage. Mix that in with clever lyrics delivered with passion and

you have Loon-E. Be on the lookout for Loon-E's next release in 2004! Loon-E also appears on County 2

County, Life's Sentence and I ain't F**kin' Wit Cha. C9H (Cloud 9 hustler's) C9H started as a group back

in 1991. Founded by Loon-E, C9H has been on the underground map for awhile. C9H has took it upon

themselves to represent Carson California to the fullest! With members Loon-E  D-Rapp, C9H has a very

bright future. The unique rhyme styles of loon-E and D-Rapp contrast at times but always come together

at the end. Loon-E fires the crowd up with his hype up tempo rhymes while D-Rapp smoothes it out a

catchy, slick style. You can catch C9H on County 2 County the Compilation along with Macarone's Life

Sentence. PhishBone Phish is another solo act on the way up. Phish uses a upbeat rhyme style mixed in

with his comedic antics to get his point across. Phish is a hard working rapper who's future is bright! Look

Out for "Live  Let Die" by Phish Bone! Available Now!! You can also catch Phish on County 2 County and

Life's Sentence. OCP OCP is Orange County's Hottest Hispanic Hip-Hop Group! OCP is set to take over

the airwaves and continue to help the Latin hip-hop community grow. Be on the lookout for OCP on

County 2 County II and on earlier D.O.P Inc Releases! OCP the Album will drop in 2004! Trash Bogard

Macarone's little brother ain't so little anymore!! Trash is one of the most inventive fire spitting rappers you

will ever hear. Trashman in the cipher is quite the sight to see and hear. A virtually awesome live

performance is what you can expect from TrashBo!! But wait not only does Trash rap he also does his

share of work on the production end and has released 2 of his own underground CD's without the help of

Big Bro! Known for his tongue-twisting hardcore yet intelligent flows Trashman is set to be a star!
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